tion to come from a lady's pen. The language is terse, and yet classically good. The principles are clearly defined ; the subject is almost exhaustively treated. It is, moreover, studiously impartial, and, I should imagine, written in the hope rather of ventilating than of dogmatising on a most difficult question. I venture to congratulate Miss Manson on adding another to the many laurels she has already won, and on making yet another attempt to benefit both the public and the nursing profession. With regard to some of the articles in reply, anyone who respects that noble profession must keenly regret that they have been written or published ; for the lamentable lack of courtesy in their tone is only equalled by the amusing absence of grammatical English in their composition.
With regard to the views of "A Barrister," I should like to say a few words.
Far be it from me to hint that, as on his own showing, his experience of private nursing institutions is small, so his knowledge of the whole subject must be smaller. But he " is entirely opposed to our hospitals letting out nurses on hire." Why ? Because it is a " commercial speculation." He will, I hope, pardon me for telling him that it is nothing of the kind. The system he is trying to bolster up is of course a " commercial speculation" ; and it is just for that very reason that it is so manifestly unfair to patients and to 
